
Not Working: Using ARI Pretty Photo with image map
Posted by chrisweb - 2011/04/16 15:19
_____________________________________

I already search the forum about image map, and found some instruction how to use ARI Pretty Photo with image map

Here's the link

I already follow the instruction, but the pretty photo still not working.
Here's my script




  
  
  




What I'm trying to do is to show the map detail using pretty photo & image map 
And when I open one of the map detail, I can navigate to previous or next map detail

Please advice...

Thanks before

============================================================================

Re:Not Working: Using ARI Pretty Photo with image map
Posted by admin - 2011/04/17 06:46
_____________________________________

Hello,

Could you provide link to page where you try use "ARI Pretty Photo" with image map?

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Not Working: Using ARI Pretty Photo with image map
Posted by chrisweb - 2011/04/18 02:29
_____________________________________

Please kindly find the link below:

Here's the link

============================================================================

Re:Not Working: Using ARI Pretty Photo with image map
Posted by admin - 2011/04/18 06:01
_____________________________________

Download and upgrade "ARI Pretty Photo" module. It should help.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Not Working: Using ARI Pretty Photo with image map
ARI Soft Forum - ARI Soft Kunena Forum Component version: NEW VERSION GOES HERE Generated: 29 March, 2024, 04:53



Posted by chrisweb - 2011/04/18 09:02
_____________________________________

Ok. I already replaced with the new one, it works now. Thank you. 

Since I have multiple images and image maps, is there another setting to make the ARI Pretty Photo as a Gallery?
So the Pretty Photo can display forward and backward navigation button.

Please advice...

============================================================================

Re:Not Working: Using ARI Pretty Photo with image map
Posted by admin - 2011/04/18 10:09
_____________________________________

Specify "rel" attribute of  tag in the next format:


rel="prettyPhoto"


Where gallery_name is gallery group. The lightbox provides navigation between items with the same gallery group.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Not Working: Using ARI Pretty Photo with image map
Posted by chrisweb - 2011/04/19 01:18
_____________________________________

It's all works now, Thank you  :)

============================================================================

ARI Soft Forum - ARI Soft Kunena Forum Component version: NEW VERSION GOES HERE Generated: 29 March, 2024, 04:53


